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Deep Dive Into Crypto

"Bitcoin is an ark of  encrypted energy to escape the currency flood.“ – Michael Saylor

"Bitcoin's network effect has taken over. It is the currency of  the Internet.“ – Raoul Pal

"Bitcoin is a supermassive black hole that is sucking in everything around it and 

destroying it. This is the black hole of  finance.“ - Raoul Pal

"Bitcoin is not just an investment. It's a revolution.“ – Anthony Pompliano

"Bitcoin is the best asset for saving and wealth preservation that humanity has ever 

had." – Jack Mallers
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Bitcoin price action moves in a log trend. After halvings, price tends to run up to ~2 

standard deviations above that trend. Buying opportunities show up in the drawdowns 

when price falls 1-2 standard deviations below trend.
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Since 2016 Bitcoin has returned over 15,000%. Ever dollar put into Bitcoin in 2016 

would be worth $154.39
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Total 1 year return for BTC during the 2017 halving was 1600%. The return during the 

2020 halving peaked at just over 600%. As the market cap gets larger the volatility and 

total return will fall causing Bitcoin to become more and more Bond like being that it 

will take more money to move the price. Volatility is still above 60 however, so it will 

take a few more halvings before you can start comparing it to Bonds
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The current consolidation range is between 60K and 73K. In terms of  technical 

patterns, it is a bull flag with upside once 73K breaks. If  the bull flag is negated and 

price breaks below 60K, we will be looking for the low 50,000’s for support
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Zooming out, a break from that range could put next resistance in the mid $80,000’s



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderDrawdowns in Bitcoin are more of  a feature than a bug. It is normal to consistently see 

20-40% drawdowns in all parts of  the cycle. After the peak of  the cycle which tends to 

be 18 months after the halving takes place you get the larger 70—80% drawdown. 



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderIn looking at price action RSI will tell you when we are overbought or oversold. While 

not perfect you tend to get a pullback, albeit most of  the time minor when you break 

above 85 on the daily RSI



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderPrice can only stay deviated from  its 200 DMA for so long. Most stocks fall back to 

earth once they reach 10-15% above their 200 DMA. Bitcoin during big rallies can get as 

much as 200-300% above its 200 DMA
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Bitcoin so far this year has deviated from seasonality. What has been consistent though 

is a large portion of  returns come in the back half  of  the year, with a summer 

consolidation
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Looking at seasonality in only halving years makes our last point even more prescient 

being that this is one. The last 2 halving years had most of  its returns in October-

December
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In comparing Bitcoin to other assets since 2014, you find out that everything else has 

underperformed by 99%. While volatile, there has been nothing outside of  crypto that 

has compared
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The Nasdaq has been the best performing index over the past decade, and we get the 

same result
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Ditto for Gold in terms of  price action 
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Interestingly, with Gold recent breakout over $2,000 an 

ounce, Bitcoin has not made an all time high yet priced 

in Gold. But, did priced in USD when it reached 

$73,000
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Looking at the Beta of  Bitcoin relative to the S&P 500 over 10-day 

periods, it outperforms when the S&P 500 is up by almost 4X. But 

it is a horrible insurance policy. When the S&P 500 falls Bitcoin 

falls double the market
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In looking at the S&P 500’s 8 worst 150-day periods since 2019 and 

comparing it to Bitcoin, BTC had larger drawdowns in all 8, further 

reinforcing our point from the previous slide



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderThe majority of  Bitcoin returns come in periods when the Dollar is 

falling. These periods coincide with lower interest rates and Central 

Bank intervention (Quantitative Easing)
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This shows the same, just in percentage change terms
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Yields and the Dollar are highly correlated. Investors move out of  

Dollars to Bonds pushing yields and the Dollar lower and when 

yields rise investors are selling Bonds to raise Dollars pushing yields 

and the Dollar higher/Asset prices lower
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This relationship is further shown in these next few slides. When 

the Central Bank is cutting rates, they are also providing liquidity to 

the economy/markets by creating Dollars and suppressing yields. 

Large amounts of  liquidity ends up finding its way to crypto
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The Fed is the lender of  last resort and in times of  crisis they 

engage in QE (buying assets). They Buy U.S. Treasuries, Mortgage-

Backed Securities and in 2020 went all the way out on the risk 

curve to buy Investment Grade/High Yield Debt
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This allows a refi-cycle to commence at lower yields and slows 

defaults. It also directs capital into Banks. As bank reserves move 

higher, Bitcoin is a beneficiary
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M2 Money is total amount of  dollars in savings and checking 

accounts. M2 jumped higher by over 40% in just 2020 from QE 

and the Government sending checks to households. Much of  that 

money found its way to crypto
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If  you go back and look at the previous charts you will see the relationship between the Fed 

Balance sheet, Bank Reserves, M2 and BTC. But over the last year all 3 of  those have turned 

lower while Bitcoin hit all time highs. As the Fed has engaged in QT, liquidity has been 

provided through drawdowns in the Feds Reverse Repo Facility and the Treasury General 

Account, propping up asset prices 
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Bitcoin has been highly correlated with Tech Stocks and that correlation is even higher if  

you look at the correlation between BTC and the 3X levered Nasdaq ETF TQQQ
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Not surprising is the high correlation between Bitcoin to Ethereum. It’s consistently 70-90%
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We see the same with Bitcoin and Solana
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In looking at a longer-term chart of  the beta of  Bitcoin to the S&P 

500, Bitcoin consistently move 1.5-2x the market over 63-day 

periods 
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Over the long-term, Bitcoin has unperformed Ethereum but, has 

outperformed since late 2022. While both can move higher together, 

once that trend breaks lower Ethereum is likely to be the outperformer 



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderIf  we look at that same ratio chart but use Solana, we get a chart like the 

previous charts comparing Bitcoin to other assets. Solana has 

outperformed Bitcoin by ~90%



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderThe red lines denote Bitcoin halvings. Looking at the time from halving 

to the peak of  the cycle we get a period of  time that lasts about 18 

months



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderBitcoin has been tracking its 2020 cycle and if  that continues through 

this cycle, you will see a peak price about $400,000 (Not a price 

Prediction, just an observation)



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderThis shows the potential prices using the 2020 total returns in each time frame from 

the date of  the halving 
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The returns each halving have been lower but the average over the last two, 18 

months out is 1,355%



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderThis shows you the type of  price action we tend to see when Bitcoin starts moving. 

The first is the 2016 halving, second is the 2020 halving and you see a similar price 

pattern at the beginning of  the 2024 halving
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In getting exposure to Bitcoin, investors have used many different options that 

include direct exposure, futures, miners and equity proxies that hold Bitcoin on their 

balance sheet. So fat, the spot ETF have tracked the underlying price really well. The 

worry in holding ETFs is always tracking error
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Ethereum can be looked at in the same log trend Bitcoin is. Buying opportunities are 

1 and 2 standard deviations below trend
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The Cumulative Return for Ethereum Since 2020 is 2,274%
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Last Cycle, Ethereum peaked at almost 1,000% year-over-year 

return. In comparison, Bitcoin was up 600%
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Current range is just over $2,900-$4,000
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A break lower would lead to possible downside support at 

$2,600. A move above its current range would send it to test 

previous all-time highs of  $4,800
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Drawdowns in Ethereum are similar to what is seen in 

Bitcoin. After cycle highs Bitcoin drawdowns are 70-80%, 

Ethereum sees drawdowns of  almost 90%



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderRelative Strength of  85 tends to Precede short term pullbacks 

in price, but does not necessarily interrupt trends in either 

direction



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderDeviations from Ethereum’s 200 DMA can reach 200% mid 

cycle
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When looking at seasonality of  Ethereum, we tend to see more deviations 

in price compared to Bitcoin. Bitcoin has most of  its returns in the back 

half  of  the year where Ethereum sees series of  higher highs and higher 

lows throughout the year



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderBitcoin moves more than the S&P 500 on both up days and down days. 

Ethereum moves more than Bitcoin 



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderEthereum tends to have periods where it outperforms Solana especially 

early in the cycle. But the overall trend vs. Solana is lower



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderRegarding liquidity, the crypto space in general benefits from large amounts 

of  money in the system. Ethereum ultimately outperforms Bitcoin on a 

price return basis



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderThe Fed balance sheet expanding also creates more reserves in the banking 

system which has a correlation with both BTC and ETH
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If  Ethereum tracks last cycle it would reach prices of  almost $20,000
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The summer months last cycle saw a pullback in Ethereum. So far this year 

ETH is correlated to its path in 2021



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO Founder18 Months from the halving of  2020 ETH was up 2,366% 

and saw most of  its returns between 9 and 18 months out



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderSolana can be grouped with BTC and ETH in terms of  

network effect and the log trend it trades in



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderIt is in the earlier stages of  adoption which means it will have larger price 

returns but more volatility. It has returned over 17,000% since 2020



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderThe year-over year return for Solana peaked at just over 12,000% in 2021
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Current price range is $195-$121 with next resistance at $250 if  it breaks 

to the upside and support on the downside of  ~$125
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Relative Strength of  85 is consistent with pullbacks in price 
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Drawdowns in Solana are even larger than BTC or ETH 

with last cycle low ~95% below its peak
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Deviations from its 200 DMA have reach almost 300% mid 

cycle



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderThe higher volatility and lower market cap as you go out the risk curve on 

crypto creates the multiples of  return for each coin. Movements in 

BTC>S&P500, ETH>BTC, SOL>ETH both to the upside and downside



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderSolana/Ethereum has been in an uptrend and will likely continue this trend 

throughout the cycle



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderThis depicts what we mean about going out the risk curve. Movements 

become more exponential as you take on more risk than Bitcoin. Risk in 

BTC>Equities, ETH>BTC, SOL>ETH



              Danny Robushi, APEX MACRO FounderMore risk however means higher price swings (volatility) both up and 

down. Knowing what you own is important as sitting through 40-50% even 

90% drawdowns can shake you out of  a position
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In terms of  Annualized Return and Standard Deviation, BTC and ETH are 

in another world 
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When you add in Solana it gets even crazier 
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We Appreciate Your Feedback!

We highly value your feedback and earnestly invite you to contribute your insights regarding potential 

enhancements and suggestions for future content. We welcome all forms of  constructive feedback and 

suggestions, as they are crucial in guiding our efforts to refine and develop our offerings. Please share your 

professional insights and recommendations through the link provided below. Your input is instrumental in 

shaping our direction and ensuring our services align with your expectations. We anticipate your 

contributions with great interest.

Contact | Apex Macro (apexmacroinsights.com)

https://www.apexmacroinsights.com/contact-8
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The information provided by Apex Macro LLC ("we," "us," or "our") on any platform, including but not limited to websites, reports, emails, 

newsletters, and presentations, is for general informational and educational purposes only. All information is provided in good faith, however, we 

make no representation or warranty of  any kind, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, adequacy, validity, reliability, availability, or 

completeness of  any information.

None of  the content offered by Apex Macro LLC constitutes financial advice, legal advice, or any other type of  advice meant for your specific 

reliance for any purpose. Any use or reliance on our content is solely at your own risk and discretion. You should conduct your own research, 

review, analysis, and verification of  our content before relying on them. Trading and investment in securities involves high risk and the possibility 

of  losing some or all of  the principal investment. It is crucial to seek advice from an independent financial advisor who is licensed to provide 

investment advice.

Our content is intended to be used and must be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making 

any investment based on your own personal circumstances. You should take independent financial advice from a professional in connection with, 

or independently research and verify, any information that you find on our platform and wish to rely upon, whether for the purpose of  making 

an investment decision or otherwise.

This disclaimer has been created to expressly convey that Apex Macro LLC and its content creators are not providing financial advice through 

the dissemination of  the information contained herein and are merely providing information and insights as a public service. Apex Macro LLC, 

its directors, employees, and agents will not be liable for any loss or damage of  any nature arising in any way from the use of, or reliance on, the 

information provided or for any decision made on the basis of  such information, including (without limitation) any loss of  profit, business, 

contracts, revenues, or anticipated savings.

Terms of  Use: This document is the property of  Apex Macro LLC and is intended solely for the use of  the recipient. It contains confidential 

and proprietary information and may not be reproduced, redistributed, or disclosed in whole or in part to any third party without the prior 

written consent of  Apex Macro LLC. By accessing this document, you acknowledge that you have read and understood these terms and agree to 

be bound by them
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